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Overview of Scenario
 Parties and Circumstances

 LifeCare Surgical Associates, PC (“Provider”), a Pennsylvania ambulatory surgery 
center

 MemberCare Health Insurance (“Administrator”), a national company that administers 
commercial and Medicaid-managed care health plans

 Provider has treated Administrator’s members for nearly 10 years, with a marked 
increase in volume over the past 2 years

 Provider now treats approximately 200 Administrator members per year.  
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Overview of Scenario
 The Demand

 Administrator demands the return of an alleged $4 million overpayment

 SIU conducted retrospective audit of a sample of claims, and corresponding 
documentation, Administrator paid over the past 10 years

 SIU says audit found

 Lack of medical necessity

 Unbundling and other coding problems

 Failure to collect proper cost share amounts from member patients

 Services not rendered and/or billed correctly
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Overview of Scenario
 Administrator reached $4 million refund demand by extrapolating results of 

audit of sample set of claims to larger universe of claims  

 SIU has also put a flag on Provider going forward, meaning that 
Administrator will not: 

 Adjudicate claims unless and until Provider submits corresponding medical record

 Pay claims at full benefits amount unless Provider submits proof that it has collected 
full cost share payment from the member

 Provider faces

 Serious cash flow issues as a result of the flag

 Severe financial hardship if it has to pay $4 million demand in full
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Network Status Issues

 Provider in network at the time it provided services at issue

 Term

 When does the current contract term end?  Renewal term?

 What termination rights does each side have?

 Network agreement sets rates

 Cost share amounts (deductible, co-insurance, co-payment) are lower

 No balance billing of patients

 Network agreement primarily sets payment terms, but also see

 Provider manual and Administrator’s policies/procedures

 Helpful laws (like prompt payment) explicitly or implicitly (standing to enforce?) incorporated into 
contract
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Network Status Issues
 Provider out-of-network (OON) at the time it provided services at issue

 Rates set by member’s health benefits plan

 Usual and customary

 Reference-based pricing (like a percentage of Medicare)

 Percentage of charges

 Repricing (like through MultiPlan)
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Network Status Issues
 Provider out-of-network (OON) at the time it provided services at issue (cont.)

 Payment terms set by

 Provider manual and Administrator’s policies/procedures 

 Applicable law

 Patient cost share

 Amounts will be higher (copayment, co-insurance, deductible)

 Provider may balance bill member up to billed charges
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Network Status Issues
 Network participation as a factor in dispute and resolution

 Administrator more likely to make refund demand to and/or place flag on OON 
provider

 Administrator pays more to OON providers

 Legal challenge by provider will require filing lawsuit, thus facing ERISA preemption and 
other procedural challenges 

 Demand to in-network provider

 Network agreement likely includes ADR and arbitration provision

 Network provider may be able to challenge ongoing flag on facility as violation of other contract 
provisions
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Network Status Issues
 Network participation as a factor in dispute and resolution (cont.)

 Demand to OON provider

 Is there an opportunity to settlement demand by joining network at reasonable rates?

 Is there an applicable “any willing provider” law

 OON provider has less to lose

• Complain to State Department of Insurance?

• Raise issues regarding Medicaid MCO plan to single state Medicaid agency?

• Explore potential antitrust violations?
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Nature of Refund Request

 Alleged cause of overpayment – (1) Lack of medical necessity

 Who made the medical necessity determination for Administrator?

 Was Administrator’s reviewer qualified to make determination (new/cutting-edge 
services require specific expertise, e.g., genetic testing)?

 Did Provider have prior authorizations for services?

 Are there additional records Administrator has not seen that further evidence 
necessity?
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Nature of Refund Request

 Alleged cause of overpayment – (1) Lack of medical necessity (cont.)

 Do Administrator’s polices/procedures address specific clinical standard at issue?

 If so, did they also do so at the time the services were rendered?

 If so, did reviewer follow Administrator’s own relevant policy/procedure?

 If so, was Administrator’s policy consistent with clinical best practice/industry standard? 

 If not, did Provider follow accepted standard – Medicare, relevant association (American 
College of Surgeons, American Society of Addiction Medicine etc.), InterQual?
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Nature of Refund Request
 Alleged cause of overpayment – (2) Unbundling and other coding issues

 Unbundling

 Allegation that Provider billed separately for secondary procedure for which payment 
was included in primary procedure

 Do network agreement or Administrator policies/procedures directly address issue?

 NCCI – some procedures can never be unbundled, but some can be if performed under 
appropriate circumstances (“separately and distinctly”) and billed with correct coding 
modifier (59)

 Upcoding

 Service rendered by clinician not authorized to perform it

 Administrator unilaterally changed code for procedure on reimbursement claim and 
paid based on newly assigned code
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Nature of Refund Request
 Alleged cause of overpayment – (3) Failure to collect full patient cost share

 What proof does Administrator have of failure to collect? Billing ledgers, member 
interviews?

 OON

 Allegation that Provider gave discount to member patient, to entice him/her to go OON

 If Provider did not collect full OON level cost share, then:

• Did Provider bill for and make a good faith effort to collect the full OON level cost 
share?

• Did Provider balance bill OON patient?  No court has imposed this requirement

• If Provider gave a discount to the patient:  (a) Did it stamp claim to Administrator 
accordingly?  (b) Did it do so pursuant to a bona fide financial assistance policy?  (c) 
Was there a MultiPlan-type agreement? 
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Nature of Refund Request

 Alleged cause of overpayment – (3) Failure to collect full patient cost share 
(cont.)

 Federal  AKS and ban on “inducements to beneficiaries” prohibit discounts to members of 
federal health plans (like Medicaid MCOs)

 Some States also prohibit discounts – e.g., CO, FL, GA, and TX – but wording varies! 
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Nature of Refund Request
 Alleged cause of overpayment – (4) Services not rendered and/or billed 

correctly

 Was procedure prior authorized?

 Was there any authorization at all?

 Was the procedure outside the scope of the authorization Provider obtained?

 Was procedure performed by appropriate clinician?

 Did clinician have necessary level of training (e.g., physician)?

 Was physician properly supervised (e.g., supervisor at site or available for consultation)?
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Nature of Refund Request
 Alleged cause of overpayment – (4) Services not rendered and/or billed 

correctly (cont.)

 Did Provider submit timely reimbursement claim?

 Billed within required days from date of service? Timeframe could be set by contract or, 
say in the case of Medicaid MCO, by state law

 Was there a coordination of benefits issue? Did Provider bill timely after getting EOB from 
primary insurance?
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points
 Who needs whom more?

 How important is Administrator to Provider’s payor mix?

 How important is it to Administrator for its members to be able to get care from 
Provider?

 Can Provider counterclaim  for improperly denied, underpaid or pending 
reimbursement claims (best defense is a good offense)? 

 Did Provider exhaust administrative remedies as to denied/underpaid claims?

 If in-network, could bring direct cause of action for breach of contract
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points
 Can Provider counterclaim  for improperly denied, underpaid or pending 

reimbursement claims (best defense is a good offense)?  (cont.)

 If OON, would need to proceed under indirect, assignment of benefit theory:

 Need appropriate AOB from member

 Member’s policy may have anti-assignment provision, which may or may not be 
enforceable under law

 If OON, could bring direct causes of action for unjust enrichment, quantum meruit 
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points

 Provider’s course of conduct arguments

 Has Administrator historically paid “overpaid claims” without complaint?

 Has Administrator previously conducted audits, renegotiated contract terms, and/or 
agreed to new rates that involved “overpaid claims” issues?
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points

 What types of plans are at issue?

 Self-funded employer plans?

 Applicability of ERISA (requirement to be heard in federal courts, different statutes of 
limitations, etc.)

 Fully insured plans?

 Subject to state law restrictions on repayment demands (statute of limitations for contract 
claims, time bars on demands generally – usually not for fraud, etc.)

 Medicaid MCO plans (could implicate False Claims Act and AKS)
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points

 Did alleged billing errors truly result in total refund Arbitrator seeks?

 Conditions of payment versus conditions of participation (Escobar)

 Provider rendered services to members that were of significant benefit to 
Administrator

 Damages and partial payment

 Did Provider merit payment at a lower acuity level (e.g., partial hospitalization instead of 
residential treatment)?  

 If Administrator alleges that Provider discounted patient cost share, is Administrator 
seeking full refund or paying Provider by applying corresponding discount to that 
payment?

 If Provider was OON, was there in fact an in-network provider who could have offered 
same services at lower cost to Administrator
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points
 Important potential contract provisions if Provider is in-network

 Limitation on how far back plan can go to recover overpayments?

 Does Administrator have explicit right to recoup by offset?  Even if so, right may be 
limited.

 In Peterson, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit precluded TPA from “cross-plan 
offsetting”

 Case dealt with self-funded employer plans (i.e., larger companies for which defendant 
only served as TPA and did not underwrite insurance); court found that TPA could not 
withhold current payment owed to provider for services rendered to member of TPA 
client/self-funded employer A’s plan so as to recoup amount of prior alleged 
overpayment to same provider for services rendered to member of TPA client/self-funded 
employer B’s plan
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points
 Important potential contract provisions if Provider is in-network (cont.)

 Procedural requirements Administrator must follow to recover overpayments?

 Dispute resolution provision in network agreement?

 Procedures party needs to follow to notice dispute?

 Mandated arbitration proceeding (AHLA, AAA, JAMS)?
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points

 Important potential authorities to consult if Provider is out-of-network

 Provider manual and Arbitrator’s policies/procedures

 State insurance laws?

 Specific provisions address ability to recoup, timely payment (if Administrator suspends 
ongoing payment due to prior allegedly improper behavior) and other issues
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Procedural Issues/Leverage Points

 Important potential authorities to consult if Provider is out-of-network 
(cont.)

 ERISA

 ERISA provides causes of action for plan participants and their assignees (pursuant to a 
broad assignment of benefits) to enforce the terms of an employee benefit plan

 May “completely preempt” State court action and require removal to federal court for 
claims against self-insured (but not fully insured) plans

 May prohibit causes of action under State law through “conflict preemption” for remedies 
otherwise addressed by ERISA (e.g., counterclaims for breach of contract, timely 
payment, etc.)
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Sampling and Extrapolation

 Courts commonly accept sampling and extrapolation

 Allows plan to recover overpayment based on a review of a subset of claims 
selected from a larger universe of claims, and then application of review 
findings to the entire universe

 But, proper sampling is subject to specific requirements:

 Must show need for sampling and extrapolation – Medicare Program’s Program Integrity 
Manual only allows use of statistical sampling when a high level of payment error has not 
been corrected by educational intervention.
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Sampling and Extrapolation

 Proper sampling is subject to specific requirements (cont.):

 Must show that sample selection was appropriate

 Sample must have been randomly selected, as opposed to cherry-picked, and thus 
statistically valid

 Sample must be large enough to justify extrapolation – acceptable confidence  (i.e., 
degree of certainty that sample correctly depicts universe; Medicare requires at least 
90%) and precision (i.e., range of accuracy) levels.

 Must derive “error rate” (from evaluation of statistically valid subset of claims) to apply to 
universe
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Sampling and Extrapolation

 Improper sampling and extrapolation methodology can undercut repayment 
demand

 Supreme Court, for example, recently held in Tyson Foods, Inc. v. Bouaphakeo, 136 
S. Ct. 1036 (2016), that sampling evidence could be used to establish liability, as long 
as the methodology used in the study was reliable and the study would be otherwise 
admissible.  The Court noted, however, that the evidence must be statistically 
adequate and based on plausible assumptions.

 The courts have uniformly found that a payor that fails to meet these basic statistical 
criteria cannot justify an extrapolation of its findings as to an audited subset of claims 
to a broader universe of claims. 
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Sampling and Extrapolation

 Questions to ask related to overpayment demands based on extrapolation

 Was the subset of claims statistically valid?

 Were any errors identified actually errors, and did the Administrator actually meet its 
burden to demonstrate the errors? Knocking out one or two sample claims for the 
reasons addressed elsewhere (medical necessity, documentation, etc.) can impact 
overall error rate substantially.

 Was an error rate properly identified? If so, is there another way to calculate the error 
rate that would be more advantageous to one side or the other (e.g., error rate as 
percentage of total payments vs. total payments for allegedly improper claims or error 
rate as a percentage of total number of claims vs. total allegedly improper claims)?

 Are all the claims in the universe properly subject to repayment? For example, outside 
the statute of limitations, barred under state law, subject to a former settlement, etc.?
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Important Resources

 Coding expert

 Advise regarding how services were properly coded over time, as well as any 
ambiguities in coding requirements or industry standards 

 Can clarify whether Provider was required to provide services and bill in the manner 
Administrator alleges it should have

 Especially useful in rapidly evolving fields (e.g., genetic testing, cancer, etc.)

 Clinical expert

 Can address propriety of rendering services in the manner rendered or for the type of 
patients at issue

 Clinicians closer to the Provider can help shed light on discrepancies in manner 
services were billed
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Important Resources
 Statistical expert

 Can address issues related to extrapolation

 Note – Medicare Program Integrity Manual requires usage of statistical expert by 
Medicare payors when statistical validity is challenged.  

 Criminal attorney

 State and federal statutes (e.g., FCA, AKS, anti-referral, and regarding balance billing) 
may provide for criminal penalties
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Important Resources
 Criminal attorney (cont.)

 Do Provider’s executives or other employees require separate criminal 
representation?

 Do potential conflicts issues preclude same firm from representing both Provider and 
employees?

 Should Provider pay for criminal attorneys to represent various employees? Level of 
coordination with these independent criminal lawyers? 
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